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Latis         November 2009 

The luxurious and sculptural new bathroom collection from Omvivo 

Latis, the latest bathroom creation from Omvivo, is inspired by the fundamentals of 
tradition and quality.  Uncomplicated, elegant forms combine with superior materials 
such as natural stone to create a luxurious contemporary range with eternal appeal.  
 
The intention was to create a complete suite of luxury pieces that combine beautiful 
yet simple aesthetics with flexible design, suitable for a varied range of bathroom 
environments.  The result is Latis, an opulent and sculptural range of bathroom 
products that will compliment both modern and traditional spaces.  
 
Named after the Celtic Goddess of Water, the Latis range includes basins, the trestle 
vanity and a remarkable bath.  The basins are available in round and rectangular 
designs with soft curves, in a variety of finishes.  The deep bath features an optional 
timber end with practical open shelves.  The bath and trestle vanity both have clean 
angled lines that contrast and compliment the sculptural form of the basins.   
 
"The Latis forms borrow from the crafts� from spinning clay on a wheel to the 
traditional nature of the trestle.  The material relationships create a sentiment of 
history whilst maintaining a contemporary sensitivity" 

Thomas Coward � Principal Designer Omvivo 
 
�Consumers are moving away from disposable products that are fashioned and 
manufactured with a use-by-date.  They are making conscious and considered 
choices, selecting products that incorporate quality materials and manufacturing with 
timeless yet unique design.  Latis is an excellent example of this movement.�  

Peter Gaw� Manager Omvivo 
 
Latis will be officially launched December 2009 and will be available through Omvivo 
distributors globally.    

 
Latis basin materials:  Natural stone and solid surface.        
 
Latis trestle table materials:  American Oak with matching timber, natural stone 
and solid surface shelf options.  Other timbers are available on request.   
 
Latis bath materials:  Solid surface and the optional storage end is created from 
American Oak.  Other timbers are available on request.    
 
Manufacture:  A combination of products made in Australia and Italy. 
 
Designer:  Thomas Coward, principal designer at Omvivo, explores the ongoing 
relationship between product and consumer, seeking to elicit an emotional response. 
These processes enable Coward to create unique outcomes with often hidden 
qualities that reveal themselves over time.   

Coward moved to Australia in 2004 from the UK.  In 2005 Coward was recognised as 
one of Australia�s top 50 emerging designers, and his Parli-me chair was selected as 
one of only 16 exhibitors for the City of Milan�s young foreign designers showcase.  
More recently, Coward�s �Dune� basin won the idea 08 Product Fixtures and Fittings 
award in Australia, the Paris based Design and Design � �Product design of the day� 
award and was published in the Design and Design year book.  

 
For further information on Latis or high resolution images please contact                
Suzie Dyson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email, sdyson@omvivo.com. 
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